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Scipio Africanus (236-183 B.C.) was one of the most exciting and dynamic leaders in history. As
commander he never lost a battle. Yet it is his adversary, Hannibal, who has lived on in the public
memory, due mostly to his daring march through the Alps with his elephants. At the Battle of the
Ticinus, Hannibal's initial encounter with Roman arms, young Scipio first tasted warfare,
rescuing his dangerously wounded, encircled father, who was also the Roman commander. By
nineteen Scipio was the equivalent of a staff colonel and in 210 B.C. he was placed in supreme
command. In three years he destroyed Carthaginian power in Spain and, after being made
consul, took his forces to Africa, where he conquered Carthage's great ally, Syphax. Two years
later he clashed with Hannibal himself, annihilating his army in the decisive Battle of Zama. For
this triumph and his other exploits in the Punic Wars, Scipio was awarded the title Africanus.In
his fascinating portrait of this extraordinary commander, B. H. Liddell Hart writes, "The age of
generalship does not age, and it is because Scipio's battles are richer in stratagems and ruses --
many still feasible today -- than those of any other commander in history that they are an
unfailing object lesson." Not only military enthusiasts and historians but all those interested in
outstanding men will find this magnificent study absorbing and gripping.



Scipio Africanus: Rome's Greatest General



R. Young, “A Valued Addition to My Library. I have read other modern biographies of Scipio
Africanus and enjoyed them despite knowing that all modern biographies of Scipio have to rely
entirely upon the same, limited ancient sources and whatever may be revealed by
archaeology.To be worthy of notice a modern biographer of Scipio must bring something of
value in himself to the story. B.H. Liddel Hart brings his military experience. Drawing upon that
experience Hart was able to provide informed analysis of tactics, strategy and grand strategy to
the account that was not missing in other biographies but was anemic by comparison to Hart's
analysis.Hart fought in WWI and was at the battle of the Somme. He had very personal reasons
for turning his intellectual talents to the study of war. This book was published in 1926 when the
exposed errors in the Versailles Treaty were already leading some to fear another great war and
Hart was one of those who predicted that modern trends and modern weapons would lead to
mass casualties not only among the military but also among the civilian population.The story of
Scipio's life is riveting. When Rome had been brought to its nadir by Hannibal it could not find
someone of mature age to accept the command of what was left of the army in Spain, where
Scipio's father had been killed in battle against the Carthaginians. When nobody else came
forward, Scipio, still very young, stepped up. He was accepted at once but shortly after doubts
arose because of his age. He overcame those, sailed to Spain, and brought the remnants of the
army under discipline and training. With remarkable insight he recognized that almost all of the
Carthaginian forces in Spain relied on the port of Cartagena. It was captured by Scipio's brilliant
plan, and the Carthaginian cause became vulnerable in all of Spain, though there was still hard
fighting to go.Once Spain was under control the Romans wanted Scipio to return to Italy and
fight Hannibal there. Scipio had a better idea. He knew that if he went to Africa and threaten
Carthage itself, Hannibal would have to abandon Italy and follow Scipio.By this point, Scipio's
successes in Spain bred jealousies among older Roman senators and obstacles were put in the
way of his plans. Nonetheless, he made it to Africa and defeated Hannibal at Zama in 202
B.C.Later, Scipio's enemies in the Senate attacked him and he retired in disgust to his
estates.The ill treatment of great men is not unheard of in ancient times or in modern. After the
Battle of Marathon, Miltiades was abused by the Athenians, as was Themistocles after the
victory at Salamis, and Alcibiades after his many victories. It is unfortunate, but it seems a
regular disease of society.Where Hart goes overboard, I think, is in his insistence that Scipio is
greater than Alexander, Caesar, or Napoleon. All were supreme in their very different times, and
it seems a useless thing to try to make what must be impossible comparisons.”

VA 6, “Wonderful Analysis of Scipio Africanus!. I'm a rather obsessive history buff. While many
periods are of interest to me, probably most interesting is the Roman Empire and WWI era. For
some interested in both, this is quite possibly the best book ever written. Many other famous
warriors are also referenced in this classic, which touches on a variety of historical periods.



Nonetheless, Scipio Africanus is the focus, and he is thoroughly covered. You have to walk away
agreeing with Hart that he quite probably is the greatest "captain" ever. Hart wrote a true
masterpiece here. I thoroughly enjoyed his writing style. I've already picked up another one of his
books and will surely read others. I give this one my highest recommendation!”

Terryl, “Very Good if Somewhat Hagiographic. Published in 1922, this work by BH Liddell Hart is
a detailed and very informative work on Scipio Africanus. Hart's attention to detail (drawing upon
Polybius and Livy) demonstrates the great skill that Scipio had not only in handling troops but in
his strategic planning and even in his diplomacy. He sets a high bar for himself in saying that
Scipo was "greater than Napoleon." What he does do is demonstrate that Scripio deserves to be
in the first rank of Roman generals. Actually, Hart argues that Scipio was the greatest general in
history although he never directly says it. He compares Scipio with ancient and modern
commanders in various aspect of generalship. It is an interesting, if somewhat controversial,
comparison. I say the book is hagiographic because Hart gives Scipio every benefit of the doubt
and lavishes praise on him. The excess praise was not necessary. He demonstrates the
greatness of Scipio in the book.Well worth reading.”

Terry S. Nelson, “History's greatest general. The author gives a compelling argument that Scipio
Africanus is the greatest general of all time. First, he defeated Hannibal, widely recognized as
one of the greatest. No other general defeated an opponent with Hannibals abilities. Scipios
tactics, and strategy, under extremely difficult circumstances, and with minimal help from Rome,
probably were unsurpassed. He had a new trick for every circumstance. He left Rome
unchallenged in the Mediterranean world. This book is a good read, adding insights into the
strengths and weaknesses of most of the great generals of all time. His arguments are at times
over the top, and refutable, but over all he's probably correct. A more in depth comparison with
Subatai would be a worthwhile study, at least as far as tactical skill is concerned. However, for
the benefit of his country and the conquered, Scipio can't be beat.”

Joe Salter, “Great read, deserves a better edition. A page turning account of Scipio' life,
particularly of course focusing on the war with Carthage and Hannibal. It's unfortunate that the
quality is so poor. Cheap paper and amateur looking. Content excellent.”

Ryan Peoples, “Great Read !!. After reading this book I definitely have a new found respect for
Africanus and agree that he should be talked about in the same breath as the great generals of
the ancient world. However the author does try to downplay the achievements of other greats
stating that Caesar only beat useless tribes in Gaul and even hints that his victory over Pompey
was nothing but dumb luck. The author even goes to say that all of his achievements were
because of him building upon his uncle Marius victories. In a political sense Caesar did use this
to gain votes but ever roman statesman used the achievements of their families to further their



careers Africanus probably did the same at one point in his career. Alexander is also mentioned
as beating opponents who could never really pose a threat to his army in battle. The author has
convinced me of Scipio Africanus's greatness however everyone should read up on the other
greats from other sources.”

Gisli Jokull Gislason, “Scipio Africanus, the general who saved and made Rome. In their decling
years Scipio met with Hannibal who he had vanquished and asked who in Hannibal's mind was
the greatest general."Alexander" did Hannibal reply"And second best?""Pyrrus""And the
third?""Myself""And if you had beaten me?""Then I would have counted myself first" did
Hannibal reply.Scipio is without doubt one of the greatest military geniuses of antiquity and
should deserve a better place in history. Liddle Hart presents a strong case in his favor but that
is rather a weakness than a strength in this book.For the most part the book reads like a good
fictional novel, its text is smooth and you feel that you get to know Scipio quite well and his
brilliance shines without Liddle Hart attempting his comparisons to other generals of old. I found
his comparisons unneccessary and sometimes a bit too much, regardless of their truth. But the
book is good enough that this is only a minor annoyance ans for the most part I found it quite
good. I read it after reading Hannibal by Ernle Bradford and I found that they complemented
each other very well. Easily 4 stars and for the low price it is well worth the buy.”

Kentspur, “Fascinating book of it's time. For me the most interesting thing about this work is how
it reflects immediately post World War One military thought. Liddell Hart casually refers to the
experience of his generation and the military events of the twenties. The book lacks some of the
"told you so" stuff that features in his later works (which I still like) on WWI and WWII.I think he
overstates his case for Scipio Africanus. Not greater than Napoleon. No way. He was a
respected member of the Roman aristocracy; his Dad was a big general and he had a great
number of advantages. Napoleon came from nothing, won a series of astonishing victories and
was only beaten when the whole world was ranged against him. Duffing up a few Carthaginian
mercenaries does not put Scipio in the same league. The only soldier to compare with Napoleon
(and in my mind still not favourably) is Alexander the Great.”

Christian Sieler, “I love the Romans. Roman history captivates me every time and it was really
interesting to read about such an important character that shaped Europe like no other.”

The book by Sir Basil Henry Liddell Hart has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 391 people have provided
feedback.
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